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Great ideas, spoken often over I recently got thinking about The Minimalists and their work and
ideas. I really recommend this publication if you want a guide to show you how to live simple
and valued lifestyle. You will, however, become better off for having browse it Less is more! It
seems like they articulate the same items again and again, which is ideal for new visitors to their
message, but gets very repetitive to those people who have been following along with their story.
Probably it was because I was taken by the brief video on their website introducing their ideas
that I was primed for a specific kind of book, but because of that I was disappointed because this
is not that book. The starting few essays are great and set the stage for a big upheaval in two
young mens lives. It is created well and feels like something your friend would create to you in
an email or letter. I must say i liked the beginning.But during the period of the book the essays
devolve into even more self-help style "carry out" (or, to use their term, "must") statements and,
while they try to acknowledge that there are a lot of ways to end up being minimalist, the
rhetoric gets rather pedantic at times. That's too bad, because the intent is definitely positive and
the message is usually a useful one. Love almost all their books.!.The essential premise is good,
the ideas are pretty solid and, you should definitely speaking at you but to you, the book has
enough redeeming qualities to read. It's a brief collection and very affordable so still well worth
picking up. Life changer The values and simple life style this business tech us in this book was
very inspiring and existence changing if you ask me. They’ve transformed my entire life. This
book was ideal for me. They're short and best for reading a couple of before bed, and I believe it
could be too easy to dismiss a few of the essays without noticing that each one is often just a
brushstroke in a broader picture. And that broader picture rocks !. Like existence, it's up to
you--it's yours. Grade: B This did not add value to my entire life While I really liked Everything
that Remains, I had not been a big enthusiast of the other books. Partially this is because a lot of
these essays I've noticed repeatedly on Podcasts and seen on the site before.The book is, since it
suggests, a series of essays mostly written by Joshua Fields Millburn and most (as it seems) were
written close to the start of their journey together. I in fact stopped halfway through upon this
book because I simply wasn't getting worth from it. Great job guys This book and also the other 2
books they've written linked to Minimalism put the words on something I've personally been
thinking about for a long time. They're 2 youthful fellows but very mature for their age. They
understood the core of what a real fulfilled life is certainly and the "Five Values" they came up
with for living a meaningful existence summarize perfectly what most people aspire to be deep
straight down inside. Now.Great job guys!. I find myself re-reading their books continuously to
stay on the minimalist monitor. I know it's a catchy word for 2017, but it honestly makes for a
peaceful life. Inspiring book This enlightening memoir.. The concepts about cutting out other
activities that suck up time and energy without promoting personal development are just as
useful. Lots of true to life , golden nuggets It's difficult for me to read books that contain lengthy
chapters. As for this books of the “essential” essays cultivated from their blog page, it was just
fine. Each post is 1-4 pages very long except the 30 items discovered in 30 years part. Also quite
awesome. I have already been inspired in the last 2 years to minimize the mental and physical
clutter in my life and focus on what's important to me: my family, experiences and relationships.
good Philosophy - Good ideas As a person who had to figure out what to do with my 800 T-shirts
when I got married 30 years ago, I always knew We had a greater attraction to "stuff" compared
to the average Joe. I'm focusing on cultivating my passions in life. As my mother has aged and
converted into a bona ride hoarder, I recognize that I will probably start attending to and pare
down my own non-essential items. The Minimalists' experiences are therefore relatable, and
may give anyone wish of changing their own existence for the better, no matter their current



circumstances.I've read plenty of books in my life but this one was the proper timing for me.. It
could not be so if you read one of these essays alone, but as a collection its badly curated for a
publication form. For the challenge of implementation! By 2/3rds of just how through you're a
little sick and tired of hearing that Joshua and Ryan still left six-figure jobs and were working 70
hours weekly.!An easy read, well crafted and motivational. I would recommend!All the best,Jay
UGH Terribly incohesive josh and ryan have changed my whole outlook on "factors" . This book
actually changed my life the very first time I examine it, and I got so much value from it that I
examine it a second time. The pros I have already been a minimalist for a couple years and
generally enjoy Millburn/Nicodemus' views. josh and ryan possess changed my entire outlook on
"things" I've purged purged purged and can continue to do so because of the subtle "nudge"
Really Enjoying it This is an extremely awesome work done by The Minimalist! Would
recommend it to others! True Essentials You can read this book as a daily meditation, as I did so.
Or it is possible to power right through it. But, truthfully, I get more out of their podcast than I
did so from this book. So with that I made the decision I'd try diving deeper to their works and it
appeared hard to go wrong with something entitled "Essential Essays" particularly when it had
been remarkably affordable. Great documentary and podcasts are amazing! Podcast is better I
love The Minimalists — a whole lot. They're complete of good ideas. Five Stars Great read..
Another issue with the publication is that, becoming culled from various other works, we see a
lot of repetition. Five Stars Thank you
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